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Mennonites, Gender, and the Bible in the 1920s and ’30s
Jennifer Graber, Duke University, Durham, NC
Halfway across the Atlantic Ocean, Vinora Weaver and Vesta Zook threw
their bonnets overboard.1 The two young women were sailing for Turkey,
where they would join the burgeoning ranks of Mennonites serving as overseas
missionaries. Their new opportunity exemplified the social and religious
changes of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that brought
Mennonite women into new spheres of church activity.2 Women taught in
Sunday schools, and enrolled in higher education; they became missionaries,
and started women’s groups to raise funds for overseas relief. In the Mennonite
world, as in the rest of American religious life, such challenges to traditional
women’s work did not come without community disruption. Eventually, these
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gender matters would come to a head in the Fundamentalist-Modernist
controversy of the 1920s and ’30s.3
During this time of religious conflict, Mennonites relied on the Bible to
guide their response to women’s new activities.4 Articles in the denomination’s
official paper, Gospel Herald, reveal that Mennonites labored to maintain
their concept of biblical authority amidst an onslaught of ideas about gender
from the wider American debate.5 The Mennonites’ biblicism did not result in
a systematic notion of the proper role of women, but articles in the Herald on
topics ranging from plain dress and motherhood to Bible heroines illustrate
how they oriented their debate about gender around their understanding of
the Bible’s normative demands.
While Mennonites responded to changing gender norms, they certainly
noted the rising tide of Fundamentalist speech against women’s expanding
role in religious and cultural life.6 Fundamentalists sought to strengthen the
church by calling men back to powerful leadership, and by questioning women’s
ability and authority to move beyond the duties ascribed to them in the Victorian
cult of domesticity.7 Mennonites did not share the Fundamentalists’ ideological
position on women. But the Herald printed some articles from conservative
Protestant sources on motherhood and fashion, at least partly because these
sources invoked an emphasis on scripture which the Herald editors appreciated.
While Mennonites were significantly influenced by conservative
Protestants, they also encountered liberal ideas on gender. Protestant liberals
justified their call for women’s full participation in society based on thematic
readings of the Bible that focused on Jesus’ relationship with women in the
Gospels and strong female characters throughout scripture.8 Mennonites
writing in the Herald sometimes sympathized with this liberal notion of biblical
womanhood. However, these writers never went so far as to argue for women’s
authority to preach, because of Pauline injunctions against women’s leadership.
Mennonites faced many religious and cultural challenges in the 1920s
and ’30s. Editors and readers of Gospel Herald debated the issues, including
the question of proper gender norms. Articles on gender in the Herald served
two purposes: (1) Mennonites positioned themselves in relation to changing
gender ideals in American Protestantism, and (2) Mennonites dealt with more
immediate community problems, including some women’s rejection of the
bonnet. Mennonites dictated plain dress to support community nonconformity,
not because modern fashions posed a danger to men. They imagined
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motherhood as a special role of Christian nurture, with mothers of the Bible
serving as the ultimate models; and they posited Christian womanhood as a
possibility for heroic and faithful action by Mennonite women — as long as it
did not call for the unscriptural practice of a woman’s speaking in church. In
the end, Mennonites circumvented the ideological positions on gender typified
in Fundamentalist ire and Modernist emancipation. But the articles in the
Herald also betray how difficult and messy a community’s search for strict
biblicism in gender concerns could be.
The Conservative Influence: Mennonites on Motherhood and Fashion
The Herald of this period featured several articles on motherhood and fashion
that seemed to embrace the Fundamentalist’s concern with reestablishing Victorian
gender norms.9 Mennonite writers and contributors borrowed many of these
articles from outside sources, including conservative Protestant magazines and
secular newspapers. Only a small number of articles appeared, and the editors
placed them on the “Family Circle” page, not on pages dedicated to doctrine
and church news. This placement seems directed at women readers and detracts
from the paper’s more egalitarian comments on dress found on other pages.
Changes in the early twentieth century threatened to upset the idea of
the woman as the “angel in the home.” In response, Fundamentalists argued
that a mother should use her education to bring up righteous children, lead her
husband to faith, and suffer like Christ for the sake of her family.10 Mennonites
followed Fundamentalists in their effort to defend Victorian notions of motherhood.
Articles on motherhood in the Herald may come as a shock to the
modern reader. A survey of them might lead to the strange conclusion that
Mennonites believed there was no better mother than a dead mother. During
the period of study, articles on motherhood appeared in more than ten percent
of the issues, with an overwhelming number of them on those departed.
Predominant were articles containing popular Victorian language praising a
dead mother’s self-sacrifice, saving qualities, and religious influence.11 A
submission by John D. Burkholder from Harrisonburg exemplified this
sentimental turn: “It was mother who nursed me in my infancy, mother who
guided me in my youth, and it was mother who gave me safe counsel as I
was growing old. It was mother’s hallowed influence that guided me into the
safest paths, and it was her influence that called to me when I went astray.”12
The Herald also featured many articles on a mother’s physical and
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spiritual sacrifices for her children. While most articles depicted the daily
sacrifices required to raise children, some carried the physical sacrifice even
further. In one Herald piece reprinted from the Protestant interdenominational
magazine, Illustrator, a mother burns her arms in an effort to save her baby
from a crib on fire.13 Answering her daughter’s question about the incident,
she replies, “In rescuing you from the flames I was burned, as you see. I
carry these scars because I loved you.”14
Although Mennonites participated fully in the sentimental language about
mothers available in Protestant culture, they also added biblical content to
their understanding of motherhood.15 Mennonites writing for the Herald
extolled the bravery of Moses’ mother, Hannah’s prayers for Samuel, Lydia’s
faithful household, and Mary’s ideal motherhood as examples for all women.16
Mennonite authors also focused on the duties of children to honor their
Christian mothers. Although these articles touched on the biblical command
to obey parents, they strongly reflected popular language about respecting a
mother’s sacrifice. From Detroit, Anna Smucker wrote of a child’s duty, “Never
forget where your mother lost her freshness and youthful beauty — it was in
self-denying toil and suffering for your sake.”17
The Herald also printed stories about flappers and fashion that signal
a conservative Protestant influence. Fundamentalism’s ascendancy coincided
exactly with the emergence of the flapper, the dangerous young woman who
smoked, drank, and led men down the path to perdition.18 To respond to her
threat, Fundamentalists labeled her immoral and a sign of the end times.19
Although Mennonites did not spill as much ink as Fundamentalists on the
subject, the presence of articles on the flapper and her fashions denotes the
community’s concern over these women who crossed gender boundaries
and followed fashion’s dictates. Like the articles on motherhood, writings on
flappers and fashion appeared on the Herald’s “Family Circle” page, most
likely directed to women readers.
Herald editors included several articles that decried the flapper’s
propensity for breaking down necessary social distinctions. In an article
reprinted from the Mennonite Brethren in Christ’s Gospel Banner, the writer
called for long hair because “purity and morality can never be maintained
except there be a distinct line of demarcation between the sexes.”20 Not only
did the sexes need to be distinct, dress should denote a person’s character.
Herald editors included a newspaper article on dress reform efforts in New
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York City that stated the ultimate problem: “There was a time when the bad
woman could be told from the good woman by her dress. For the last few
years this distinction has been made impossible because sweet, pure girls
have thoughtlessly adopted the same dress as the woman of the streets.”21
For Mennonites, modern dress posed a danger to a community’s ability to
rely on dress as a marker of an inner reality.
Fashion, flappers, and Victorian mothering ideals featured prominently
on the Herald’s “Family Circle” page throughout the period of FundamentalistModernist debates. Yet the number of articles on fashion and flappers paled
in comparison to the number about plain dress and nonconformity on other
Herald pages. But when confronted with changing ideals about motherhood
and fashion in wider culture, Mennonites borrowed articles from other sources
more often than they produced their own. It is clear from the ongoing presence
of these articles that many contributors and readers found these conservative
ideas compelling.
The Liberal Influence — Mennonites on Womanhood
While Mennonites continued printing articles that borrowed from conservative
sources, they also began featuring original articles based on a more liberal
idea of Christian womanhood. Protestant liberals shirked traditional readings
of the Bible, which determined gender roles according to Paul’s epistles.
Instead, they looked to female characters in the Bible and Jesus’ interaction
with women to support their claims for women’s emancipation.22 Mennonites
in the Herald never called for women’s preaching or leadership, for that would
contradict their sense of scripture. Yet, these writers, most of whom were
women, did develop a concept of biblical womanhood that reflected more liberal
claims and determined women’s worth apart from their relationship with men.
As early as 1920, Mennonite women wrote reflections for the Herald
on the positive contribution of biblical women. Some pointed to the women
called by Jesus. Margaret Johns wrote, “When Jesus was upon the earth He
recognized woman as a being capable of good works and large enough to live
that fullness of life which He alone can supply.”23 Contributors called Mennonite
women to model biblical characters, including Mary and Martha, Hannah and
Miriam, Dorcas and Priscilla.24 The Herald also offered numerous Bible
studies and Sunday School lessons on the lives of women in the Bible, including
Deborah, Esther, Ruth, Hannah, and Martha.25
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In the end, Herald editors printed articles that hinted at liberal uses of
Scripture under two conditions: that they avoid claims to woman’s authority
to lead, and that more traditional claims about womanhood provide a balance
to this liberal understanding. At the same time, these articles on womanhood
undoubtedly met a wider readership, as they were not limited to the “Family
Circle” page. Editors evenly spread them between the family page, Sunday
School lessons, and other church news. Some even appeared in the Herald’s
most prominent section, the “Doctrinal Page.” These articles on womanhood,
like those on motherhood and fashion, complicate our understanding of how
Mennonites used the Bible to determine proper gender roles and how wider
cultural disputes influenced the Mennonite debate.
Distinctive Mennonite Concerns: Plain Dress and Coverings
The Herald included many articles on gender that borrowed ideas, if not
actual words, from both Fundamentalists and Modernist sources. But readers
encountered a far greater number of pieces that touched on the distinctive
concerns of the Mennonite community and revealed a form of biblicism
unknown to their Protestant peers. These articles appeared primarily on the
Herald’s prominent “Doctrinal Page.” There, Mennonite writers argued that
nonconformity and biblical authority demanded that both women and men
dress modestly and that women observe the New Testament ordinance of
the devotional head covering. In these articles Mennonites displayed what
historian Theron Schlabach has called their different set of fundamentals, a
strict biblicism embodied in a nonconformed community.26
“Dress is the most talked about subject in existence,” wrote Herald
editors in 1925.27 A survey of articles shows that, among Mennonites at least,
this truly was the case. Herald articles reflect that Mennonites understood
how their commitment to distinct dress was unpopular with Christians on
both sides. Debates in Fundamentalist magazines and the secular press focused
on the immorality of women’s dress and its ill effects on society. This danger
was an afterthought for Mennonites. Writers in the Herald asserted that a
biblical standard of dress for both men and women measured each member’s
willingness to live within a biblical, nonconformed community.
Herald articles consistently affirmed a biblical mandate for plain dress.
Some writers touched on God’s creation of clothing and how dress signaled a
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relationship to the Lord in the Old Testament.28 Numerous articles emphasized
New Testament restrictions and instructions for dress.29 Others showed how
the Bible stood firm against ornaments and fashion.30 An article on the “Bible
Principles of Attire” made the choice between Bible and the world quite
clear: “The people of the world think we are foolish to dress as we do. We
think that the people of the world are foolish to dress as they do. Which is
right? If the Bible is right, then we are right.”31
In the Herald, Mennonites stressed biblical standards of dress for all
because the entire community’s nonconformity was at stake. Mennonite
revivalist George R. Brunk defended the practice of plain dress in a questionand-answer article. He asked, “What is the use of so persistently advocating
dress regulation when nearly all the professed Christian world ignores it?”
His answer: “For the same reason that we testify against war, secretism, life
insurance, etc., because the unpopularity of a subject does not release [us]
from our obligation to ‘declare all the counsel of God.’”32 Some Herald
writers reminded readers that dress regulation and nonconformity were not
limited by gender. Alice Miller of Orrville, Ohio recalled a sermon on dress,
directed at sisters, in which the preacher claimed that the “Bible doesn’t say
much to men.”33 In response, Miller called all Mennonites to nonconformity
and challenged men to let their clothing identify them. “Brother, if you want
men to know you are in business for your King, why not put on a uniform to
show to the world, what your life work is?”34
Mennonites also displayed a distinctive approach to biblical authority in
their discussion of the devotional covering, or prayer veil. Earlier in the century,
Herald editor Daniel Kauffman listed the covering among the biblical ordinances
necessary for right church practice.35 As a result, most of the dialogue in the
Herald focused on the biblical foundation for women’s head covering. In one
of several columns on this subject Herald editors gave the standard reason for
the practice: “The believing Christian woman should wear a devotional covering
because it is plainly commanded in 1 Corinthians 11:1-16.”36 Contributors to
the Herald wrote about how the covering manifested certain claims of scripture,
particularly nonconformity and the order of creation. Some writers extolled it
as a sign of “separation from the world” and of being a “peculiar people.”37
Others determined that the covering ordinance required plain headgear, not a
fashionable bonnet. A few writers focused on the order of creation found in 1
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Corinthians.38 Articles appearing repeatedly in the Herald reinforced the
affirmation of women’s veiling as a biblical ordinance and sign of distinctiveness.
Herald articles on plain dress and coverings reflected a particular
biblicism that set Mennonites apart from the wider American religious scene.
Both liberal and conservative Protestants overlooked the mandate for coverings
found in 1 Corinthians, and conservatives applied dress standards only to
women. While Mennonites could abide some conservative and liberal thought
on motherhood, fashion, and womanhood, they had to establish their own
position on dress in order to maintain the biblical posture that made them
distinctive and expressed their commitment to nonconformity.
Conclusion
In the 1920s and ’30s, conservative Protestants agonized about flappers who
flirted and smoked. Liberals worried that church and society wrongly restricted
women’s God-given gifts. But Mennonites had much more limited concerns:
young women were throwing their bonnets overboard, and that act defied
Mennonites’ understanding of themselves as biblical, nonconformed people.
Articles on gender in the Herald offer a helpful vantage point for considering
several questions about the Mennonite experience in the twentieth century.
First, it was difficult, yet possible, for Mennonites to maintain their
particular form of biblicism in the midst of heated debates about the Bible’s
inspiration and authority. As the Herald articles on gender show, Mennonites
allowed for some encroaching ideas, mostly from the Fundamentalist side. But
the vast majority of these articles affirmed a particular Mennonite hermeneutic.
Second, the Herald articles provide clues to how Mennonites dealt
with changes in the lives of real women. In the 1920s and ’30s, Mennonite
women increased their participation in higher education and church
publishing.39 But in other areas, church leaders began to restrict women’s
activities, particularly in the case of single, women missionaries and women’s
groups raising funds for them; leaders referenced 1 Corinthians as they curtailed
women’s activities that crossed the line.40 Mennonites lacked the particular
gender ideologies of their conservative and liberal Protestant peers. The issue
for them was not to push all women back into the home or out into public
life.41 Instead, they measured every activity against their sense of biblical
authority and nonconformity.
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Third, an analysis of the Mennonite response to gender questions in
the midst of the religious conflicts of the period can shed light on other periods
of conflict.42 The 1970s and ’80s presented another era of American religious
controversy in which gender questions became a flashpoint.43 It would be
interesting to see how Mennonites both borrowed from and resisted rhetorical
resources from the wider conflict, and how a Bible-centered reading of gender
norms established in the 1920s and ’30s fared throughout the rest of the century.
Finally, the Herald articles show us the dynamics of Mennonite
borrowing from outside cultural and religious resources. Mennonites could
not avoid questions presented by the Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy,
nor could they escape answers provided by their conservative and liberal
peers. In the Herald, we can see that Mennonites were willing to borrow, but
they did so selectively and sometimes constructively. They resisted both
conservative Protestant ideas about women’s moral incapacity and the liberal
assertion that women had the right to preach. They borrowed Victorian ideas
about motherhood, but gave them an added biblical content. In the end, the
Herald debate shows us that these gender matters in the early twentieth
century provoked Mennonites to consider what they were willing to borrow
from the outside world and what they needed to produce for themselves. The
resulting rhetoric on gender would shape the lives of Mennonite women for
decades to come.
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Does the Ballot Box Lie Outside the Perfection of Christ?
David Kratz Mathies, Boston University, Boston, MA
Three typical ways of resolving conflicts in this world include negotiation, violence,
and voting. Now, granted that voting is actually a form of negotiated settlement,
I think it has certain aspects about it that warrant separate treatment. Notice
that violence, and especially killing, is the ultimate way of privileging one’s
own values. Negotiation, by contrast, may often take the other’s views into
account to varying degrees. Negotiation offers a wide range of possibilities,
much of which involves coercive power, or at least advantaged positions.
Voting is a relatively peaceful form of conflict resolution, but as the 2000
and 2002 American elections make clear, voting is still about resolving conflicts,
or at least deciding between conflictual partners. For, as we have often heard,
reasonable people differ. And they differ first and foremost about their vision
of the ideal world and how we ought best to get there. So to participate in an
election, in a modern, stable democracy, is to take part in a (relatively peaceful)
power struggle to define a nation’s vision and path for getting there.
But I should like to make three points before I turn again to voting.
First, while violence privileges one’s own values, standing aside likewise
privileges the values of the violent. This is important to consider if we have
values of our own that we wish to advance in the public marketplace of ideas
or a vision of the world that we wish to further. Second, I do not wish to imply
that I am advocating relativism. On the contrary, I think it is entirely possible
and advisable to accept the fact of pluralism, respecting and appreciating our

